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      'PhD students and young researchers increasingly find employment outside the world of education. This book is an excellent guide to the skills they will need as they make that move.'




  
          Professor Nigel Vincent, FBA, Professor Emeritus of General & Romance Linguistics, The University of Manchester and Vice-President for Research & HE Policy, The British Academy




              


    
      



 


 
      



  
          Dr Janet Metcalfe, Chair and Head




              


    
      



 


 
      'The expertise and insights from experienced researchers contained in this book will encourage ECRs and PGRs to understand, reflect on and analyse the breadth and depth of the skills, attributes and behaviours they are acquiring. As a careers adviser this book will add to the resources I can use in my work with these two groups as they develop and manage careers inside and outside academia.'




  
          Clare Jones, Senior Careers Adviser




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book on how to assess and develop skills that are transferable from on career to another. I work in a university and am responsible for career development of post graduate researchers and Post-Docs and this book has been really useful in helping those who want to pursue a non-academic career




  
          Mr Rob Wood




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text which prepares students for transition from university to the world of work both local and global




  
          Dr Josephine Gabi




              


    
      



 


 
      a good read for anyone who has found they are trained or skilled in one job sector but can only find work outside that area. it looks at how skills can be transferable.




  
          Miss Deborah Young




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent text on transferable skills but is aimed more at a postgraduate audience whereas I was seeking something for an undergraduate cohort.




  
          Dr Amy Irwin
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